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THIS IS THE OFFICIAL 2018 YEAR BOOK PUBLICATION OF 

THE CROWS SUPPORTERS GROUP INCORPORATED 

 
The objectives of the Group are: 

 
• To be a source of information and entertainment to all Crows fans. 
• To promote the Crows Supporters Group Incorporated to outside bodies. 
• To keep track of all events concerning the Crows Supporters Group members and to keep them properly 

informed. 
• To have fun with anything to do with football. 

 
SPONSORED PLAYERS 

 
2018 – Wayne Milera 

2017 – Matt Crouch, 2016 – Brad Crouch, 2015 – Richard Douglas, 2014 - Sam Kerridge, 2013 - Matthew 
Jaensch, 2012 – Luke Brown, 2011 – Daniel Talia, 2010 Jared Petrenko, 2009 Chris Schmidt, 2008 Andrew 
McLeod, 2007 Ken McGregor, 2006 Andrew McLeod, 2005 John Meesen, 2004 Graham Johncock,  2003  
James Gallagher, 2002 – Graham Johncock 

 
LIFE MEMBERS 

Life Members of our Group are - Darryl Carter, Trish Nicholls, Katrina McMahon, Desma MacTavish,  
Steve Neild, Anne Morgan, Yvonne Livingston and Robyn Blanch 

 
 

From our 2018 Number One Ticket Holder Graeme Goodings  
 
Well that was a season we all want to quickly forget! But strong footy clubs are very resilient 
beasts and there are none stronger than the Adelaide Football Club.  I think at this point looking 
back is a futile exercise and we should concentrate our energies as supporters to looking forward 
to what the future holds.  Key signings during the year and a fist full of draft picks sets us up well 
for 2019. We look to our backroom team to get us some of the rich talent SA has in the draft this 
year. 

In a controversy filled year the one constant was the incredible support of the Crows Supporters Group. I say it each year 
but it’s true - You are by far and away the best Supporters Group in the AFL.   Whether we be battling it out for a top two 
position, or struggling to make the top eight, you are always there rain or shine, giving everything for the club and the 
players - not to mention you have the best banners, flags and signs in the business. 
It’s not only the supporters group of course - our followers are there every week in all conditions making Adelaide Oval a 
fearsome ground for any visitor (Port included). 
It amazes me how many of you travel to every game around the country, making the Crows the best travelling supporters 
in the comp. I know the players love to see so many of you at interstate games. 
But now it’s over for another year. The players are taking a break, some have gone in for surgery, so they all should be in 
great shape to start the pre-season. 
Enjoy your time away from footy, don’t worry, the new season will be with us before we know it and we can all look 
forward to a much better season in 2019. 
GO CROWS 

 



 

THANKS EVERYONE 
 

 

FROM OUR CHAIRMAN                                                            Rob Chapman  
 
There was no shortage of challenges in 2018. Expectations, both internally and externally, 
were quite rightly of the highest level after the team made last year’s Grand Final. Ultimately, 
we did not live up to the expectations and finished the season outside of the Top 8. 
 I know everyone is disappointed with this result and that is especially so for the players and 
coaching staff who work tirelessly day in, day out in the pursuit of finals success. We know that 
our best is good enough to match it with the best teams in the competition and we showed that 
with wins against Richmond, West Coast, Port Adelaide and Geelong. We just needed produce 

it for longer periods in games and more often! 
 While we did not feature in September, there have still been many highlights to recognize including the development of 
some of our stars of the future, such as Tom Doedee, Jordan Gallucci and Darcy Fogarty, as well as the re-signing of 
key players including fan favourite Rory Sloane. 
 On behalf of the Board of Directors, I want to thank everyone in the Crows Supporters Group for their passion and 
loyalty. We are incredibly grateful for the support you provide to our players across both the men’s and women’s teams, 
as well as the overall Club. Your efforts help make us sustainably strong. I hope you all enjoy the off-season and we’ll 
see you again in 2019. 

 
FROM OUR CEO                                                                                                             Andrew Fagan  
 
On behalf of everyone at the Club, I pass on my thanks for the support and work you do during the 
year. I know there are hundreds of hours of travel, banner making and barbecues, as well as 
plenty of colour and noise provided on match days. The players and everyone involved genuinely 
appreciate the effort that you put in. 
 This year has had its share of ups and downs and we just missed the finals in both the AFL and 
AFLW. I am still proud that both teams showed resilience to fight it out to the end. Off-field the 
Club is in good shape with membership moving past 90,000, average home crowds of 46,000 and 
corporate support at record levels. We are incredibly fortunate to be one of the best supported 
clubs in the country, from the grandstands, to the boardroom and across our digital platforms. 
 We continue to grow and innovate with a firm focus on making our Club stronger and well equipped to deal with a 
constantly challenging and ever evolving sporting landscape. As always, we have taken plenty of lessons from the 
season gone and I am confident that we will enter 2019 with plenty of confidence and optimism. Have a great off-season 
and see you soon. 
  

 
FROM OUR GENERAL MANAGER – FOOTBALL ADMINISTRATION                           
Phil Harper   
 
Once again, our club relied heavily on the ever-reliable Crows Supporter Group to help our 
players in many ways during Season 2018. 
Whilst Season 2018 had some highs there were too many lows for our liking and our players are 
determined to get back into a winning mode as soon as possible in Season 2019. 
The time and effort that goes into making banners, organizing interstate trips, cooking BBQ’s, 
making soup for our men and women players at AFC does not go un-noticed and is appreciated 
by all. 
Therefore – to every member of our Supporter Group please accept this sincere thank you on 

behalf of ALL players for your efforts this year. 
Season 2019 is full of promise as we welcome back several players from injury and put our best foot forward to once 
again play on the last Saturday in September. 
Finally, thank you for your unconditional love of your club; you are all a key part in making our club great. 

 
 



SPONSORED PLAYER 
Our sponsored player for 2018 was Wayne 
Milera, pictured here with our President, 
Peter Kauschke and Assistant Secretary 
Cathy Home 
 
OUR HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS 
ON HAVING SUCH A GREAT 
SEASON WAYNE 
 
 
 

 
TWENTY FIVE YEARS RECOGNISED - It is always an important part of our AGM to acknowledge the people 
who have been part of our group for many years. There were several recipients of a 25 year award last year -   Desma 
McTavish, Mathew Carter, Colin Camac, Yvonne O’Reilly, Steve Colmer and Tammy Colmer.   These people were 
around at the beginning of our group.   Presentations were made to those present. 

 
          Mathew Carter   Tammy Colmer Desma MacTavish               Yvonne O’Reilly 

   
TEN YEAR AWARDS – There were also quite a few members receiving ten year awards – Margaret Russell, 
Rob and Jill Gauvin, Jan Moore, Gabriella Dimasi, Brett Anderson, Judith and Donald Cabot, Gillian Carter, Anne-
Marie and Chris Conroy, David Leech, Dawn Holland, Max Tonkin, Debbie Campbell and Vanessa Jelic.   
 

 
 
Those people who were at the meeting and presented with their awards were – L to R  Judith and 
Donald Cabot, Gillian Carter, Dawn Holland, Vanessa Jelic, David Leech, and Margaret Russell.    



President’s Report 2018                        by Peter Kauschke 
   
What a year it started off, with my first discussions with some staff members of the Adelaide 
Football Club, which were arranged very soon after our AGM.   We were then unfortunately 
informed that the Checkside Tavern was no longer available to us for our banner making 
sessions, so we had to quickly try to find a new home. This was not easy, and as reported 
previously in our newsletters, after a lot of hard work and searching , we were able to secure 
the shed auditorium here at the Christian Centre.  On behalf of all the members I thank Julie, 
Dylan and Mylan for making this possible. 

This year, just like our team on and off the ground, we had some issues.  When elected committee members were 
unable to fulfil their roles due to either job transfers, for personal reasons, or sickness we had to act quickly and ensure 
that we could cover and maintain the duties that we had to perform.  For this I say thank you to all who stepped up to 
assist with the tasks and roles they performed for us, including members of our sub-committee. 
We are a volunteer organisation and a lot of hours were spent in many areas where the Club asked for help.  Once 
again, as in former years, we were asked to cook and serve barbecues on numerous occasions at various locations.  
As well as serving soup to our SANFL top up players.  As well as these, commitments, we sold raffle tickets and 
merchandise in the Magarey Room.   In all of these areas, we did an extremely good job, in performing all of the tasks 
that were required of us.   Once again, I thank everyone who devoted their time and efforts to ensure that everything 
came together for the group. 
I also take this opportunity to thank the current committee as some of them may be leaving; once again I thank you for 
your support over the past year. 
 
I would like to say a big thank you to the Rainbow Crows and acknowledge how much we have enjoyed incorporating 
and welcoming them into our group; also to thank them profusely for their hard work and support they have given us in 
season 2018.  Thank you! 
 
The AFL Fans Association chose our very own Colleen McKaye as the female supporter of the year in 2018, following 
in the footsteps of Ann Green (female fan 2017) and Robert Smith (male fan 2016).  Hearty Congratulations Colleen. 
  
Thank you to everyone who works so hard in our Cheer Squad area, at our home games and all around the country, 
both by using our equipment and urging our players on to do their very best.   Also, to all who come down to our banner 
making nights and work so hard to create the magnificent banners.  
Once again, we sent several buses on trips to Melbourne and one to Canberra to encourage and support the boys, and 
from all reports, they were exciting, fun times for those who took part.  These bus trips will once again be available to 
our members next season.   Thanks go to Grant’s Buses and to our drivers Bruce and Tim for looking after the travellers 
so well this year. 
 
A huge thank you goes to our sponsors, and to the businesses and individual people who supplied goods and prizes for 
our Sportsman’s Night and our Annual Raffle.  Your efforts are greatly appreciated.  We also appreciate the support 
given to us by our Number One ticket holder Graeme Goodings and his wife Eve.  We have pleasure in confirming their 
participation and continuing support in the coming year.  
 
To everyone at the Club we say thank you for any support we have received from them, especially to Kate Hilton, Justin 
Kremmer and the Membership Services Team.  
 
Hopefully I have not missed anyone but if so, I will cover it by saying THANK YOU EVERYONE! 
 

We are all looking forward to season 2019, full of anticipation.  BRING ON 2019!   
 
 

 



SECRETARY/MEMBERSHIP                              report by Julie Elliott 

After the successes of our team in 2017, we entered 2018 
with much anticipation. I don’t think I need to elaborate, but 
2018, unfortunately, was not to be the year of the Crow. 
However, there were many highlights that we can take pride 
in. Our CSG sponsored player for 2018 was Wayne Milera, 

and his excellent performance this year made us very proud. Rory Laird was 
selected as an all Australian and has re-signed along with Rory Sloane, Tom 
Lynch, Rory Laird, Andy Otten and another fifteen players. Josh Jenkins’ 
performance in Showdown #45 in August and going on to be our highest goal 
kicker this year needs to be mentioned. 

 I am also very proud of our supporters for the amazing numbers 
we have been seeing at our home games this year. Our bay, at 
home and away games, continues to be one of the most colourful 
and loudest ones in the AFL.  

We have been using Grant’s Bus service again this year and I 
went on two very enjoyable trips; both to Etihad. The first was on 
April 7th, when we were victorious against St Kilda.  Eddie Betts 
played a great game, despite the fact that (or maybe because) 
his twin girls were born that day; it was a double victory in my 
opinion, and a day to remember. The second trip was the final 

game of the season to see the Crows thrash the Blues by a record breaking 104 points. What 
a way to finish the year! If you are thinking of going on the bus any time, I would recommend 
it as it is a good way to get to know your fellow supporters and a lot of fun.   

As we near the end of the year, our attention now turns to our membership for 2019. Our 
membership is currently sitting in a very healthy position, and we are discussing ideas to 
reach supporters who are looking to become more involved in the Club and the Supporters 
Group. Our membership pack items have been ordered and a new system has been 
implemented that will make the distribution a much simpler, uncomplicated and transportable process. We are hoping 
to have our membership cards from the club a little earlier so we can give them out with the packs before the start of 
the season. Our new and improved website is scheduled to be launched at our AGM and this will be set up with 
facilities for not only membership but for purchasing a full range of our apparel, paying for interstate games, when 
tickets are available, and bus trips. 

We are now in the sixth year of our Ladybirds group and held our first function for the year at 
Nest Bistro at Walkerville. The theme was a Mad Hatters party, and everyone rose to the 
occasion with many varied and colourful creations. A big thank you to Cathy Home for our 
quiz, Lesley Schoff for our invitations, Heather Hill and Lyndy Nesbitt for help with the table 
decorations and everyone else who helped to set up on the day. We had a great time and we 
were looking forward to our Christmas break up party; this was held at the Checkside Tavern 
on 17th November.    

I would like to thank all our members who have helped me in any way this year. This role is 
very demanding and the love and support of you all makes a huge difference. I am enjoying meeting you all, and 
looking forward to working together to show our support for The Adelaide Football Club in 2019. A special mention 
also goes to Cathy Home, our assistant secretary, for her ongoing help, advice and positive attitude. You are a delight 
to have on our committee and, with your husband Peter, a huge asset to our group.  GO YOU CROWS IN 2019!!! 



MELBOURNE BASED COORDINATOR                                       Report by Bob Heidenreich 

Oh, what a season; a first for me, being accepted to join the CGS committee for 2108. 
Unfortunately I was not able to attend the first few meetings due to having my second total knee 
replacement.  I am glad to say I am up and about now with only a few hiccups encountered during 
my rehab. 
Our boys also had a very demanding season, falling out of the eight, but they started to look 
strong again near the end of the season and hopefully will come back stronger in 2109. 
Having been the Melbourne coordinator for several years, and now being on the Crows 
Supporters Group Committee, I have a better understanding of what the CSG does behind the 

scenes and can appreciate all the hard work done by all on the Committee to make the CSG group what it is. 
Our cheer squad is always very colourful, 
with many supporters travelling to 
Melbourne from interstate for Victorian 
games.  We have over seventy Melbourne 
based Adelaide supporters and we want 
to grow this over the next few years. It is 
great to come to a game and have so 
many supporters here in 
Melbourne filling the bays each 
round.  

Once again this year we had the opportunity to make the banner here in 
Melbourne for Round 16 against Richmond. This was enjoyed by all who 
helped and a big thank you goes to the Bulldogs Cheer Squad, who provided 
us with a location and with assistance in making the banner.  
The next day, on the Sunday Morning we had the Annual Crows Kids’ clinic for 
Melbourne based supporters. A great morning was had with a barbecue 
breakfast, a kids’ clinic with all the players turning up.  There was a meet and 
greet with the players. The young ones (and parents) enjoyed all of this immensely. A big thank you goes to all who 
made the banner, helped cook and served all the people who turned up on the Sunday. We are very keen to make 
banners in Melbourne for the 2019 season. 

As well as being the Melbourne Based Coordinator, I am the Chairperson of the AFL Cheer Squad League (AFL CSL) 
along with Debbie Campbell (also a mad Adelaide Supporter) who holds the position of Secretary.  This group, which 
meets every 5 – 6 weeks, has representatives from most clubs and we get together to discuss the needs and issues 
faced by all cheer squads, and to try make the experience better for the fans, who are the largest stakeholders in our 
great game. 
Last weekend the AFL CSL had our annual dinner dance, where we had over 120 people attend and most clubs had a 
table. It is an event where we get together and have a great night of food, drink, dance and banter with other club 
supporters.   Funds raised from this night go towards making the behind the scene experience better for all cheer 
squads. This year the AFL CSL purchased five sets of ropes and bags for the banners for the 2019 season. These will 
be allocated to major stadiums so away teams don’t have to bring their own each week. Next year we are also looking 
at providing poles and bases for the banners at major venues to accommodate away teams. 
Again, many thanks to all who have helped during the season and we hope to see all Melbourne based Adelaide 
supporters again next year.  Tell your friends to join us and make 2019 our year!             Go the CROWS in 2019! 



CHEER  SQUAD  IN  ACTION 
 

 

 

 

 
 

GO  YOU  MIGHTY  CROWS! 



CHEER SQUAD HAPPENINGS   
by Megan Harris 
 
2018 was my first year helping on the CSG committee. When Laura Marshall was unable to continue 
in the role of “Match Day/Property Coordinator”, I was asked by the committee if I could temporarily 
take over the position until the next AGM. I am amazed and humbled by the amount of time and effort 
it takes to get the Cheer Squad up and running for game day. The amount of effort that the entire 

committee put in on the day alone is phenomenal; we are usually the first ones there and the last ones to leave after 
the game. 
 
I’m sure anyone who has sat in our bay on game day, will tell you that the atmosphere is electric; the noise, the people 
and seeing those flags wave above us is something I hope everyone gets to experience! I have felt privileged to be a 
part of the CSG Cheer Squad and have thoroughly enjoyed the entire game day experience, from setting up the bay 
before the gates open, getting to go out on the oval and holding up the banner for our boys and girls, to banging on 
the fence and yelling as loud as I possibly can to help spur our team to victory. 
 
The 2018 men’s and women’s seasons certainly saw some amazing highs and disappointing lows for both boys and 
girls, but no matter the outcome of the games you could always guarantee that our Cheer 
Squad would be the most colourful and spirited group of fans that we could possibly be. 
We even had a special travel bag made for our flags, so they could go on the plane with 
the team for away games in WA, QLD, NSW etc. We wanted to ensure that no matter 
where we were playing that our bay was full of colour for our boys to help cheer them on 
to victory. There were a few hiccups along the way, including the time I had packed up 
the travel bag with as much as I could fit in there from Adelaide Oval and kept it at my 
place in Sellicks Beach ready to take to the next banner night so it could be delivered the 
day after to West Lakes for the team to take it on the plane with them. Unfortunately, I 
forgot to load the travel bag in the car and made the sixty minute drive to Seaton, only to 
realise my mistake once I got there. The extra two hours I had to spend driving in the car 
that night ensured that was the first and only time I forgot to bring along the travel bag. 
 
I am also on the committee for the Rainbow Crows Supporter group as well, and I have been impressed well beyond 
expectations at the acceptance, openness and support we have received by the committee and the members of the 
CSG. 
I would like to send a massive thank you everyone who has helped out on game day this year. A group of us will 
usually get to the oval three hours before the match to get the banner ready, retrieve all of the floggers, flags and pom 
poms etc. from the player race and take all the merchandise up to the Magarey room ready for the post-match 
function. An extra special shout out those few who consistently miss the last quarter or 10 minutes of each home 
game to set up the Magarey room ready for the rush of people wanting to get up close to a couple of players and buy 
some raffle tickets to win some amazing prizes donated by the CSG. 
I can’t wait for the 2019 AFLW and AFL seasons to start and look forward to seeing you all in the new year.    
GO CROWS! 
 

APPRECIATION FOR THE CSG                                    by Cheryl Doedee 
 
I have so much appreciation for the Cheer Squad and all involved in the Official Crows 
Supporters Group.  You are all so amazing.  I love how passionate and dedicated 
everyone is very week; rain, hail or shine.  You are always there, at home games and 
away games.  To Sue, taking those great photos, to the people who make the banners 
and my favourite, the DOEDEE sing, I say a huge thank you.  I remember the time as the 
team was walking off after a win, when Wayne nudged Tom and pointed to the sign.  Tom 
Smiled and gave them a thumbs up.   
We sit in the stand, but we can always 
hear the cheer squad loud and proud.   
So much work is also done by the CSG 
up in the Magarey Room after games; 

the raffles and selling all the merchandise.   We can tell the fans 
really appreciate it by how many people go in there. 
I have really enjoyed the friendships I have made in the Group and 
meeting so many new lovely people this year; everyone is just so 
welcoming.  I can’t wait until footy season again and look forward to 
catching up with everyone.     Cheers Cheryl Doedee    GO CROWS! 



ADELAIDE FOOTBALL CLUB SUPPORTER GROUPS AT ADELAIDE 
OVAL  by Sue Retallick 
Early on Saturday morning, 18 August, members of Crows Supporter’s Groups from around 
our nation came together at Adelaide Oval for the 2018 Crows Supporter Group Function 
organised by the Adelaide Football Club. And travel they did with members joining the 
function from the Riverland, Fleurieu Peninsula, Canberra and Melbourne Supporter groups 
as well as members from our local CSG and Rainbow Crows groups.  
First stop was a delicious breakfast in The Bunker 
with a view of some of the boys warming up for 

their training session before the big game against the Kangaroos on the 
following day.    
Kym Koster was the MC and he always provides plenty of laughs with his 
interviews. Coach Don Pike and Captain Taylor Walker were then 
interviewed before everyone ventured outside to watch an open training 
session.  
After a bleak start to the day, the sun came out as the supporters watched 
our boys go through their drills. After the training session, the boys came to 
sign autographs and pose for photos with all their adoring supporters. There were lots of squeals from both young and 
old as the boys slowly moved along the fence line – making sure everyone was accommodated. There were lots of big 
smiles as fans proudly showed off their signed guernseys and footies and their selfie photos. It was then photo time 
for our supporter groups as each group was photographed with the beautiful Adelaide Oval backdrop. 
It is always great to get together with fellow supporters, especially our interstate fans who don’t get to see our boys 
play as much as we do but are still just as passionate. A great morning had by all! Hope this continues to be an annual 
event.

 
 

 

 

 

1 Nylex Avene, Salisbury    Phone 82813174 

Wonderful people - wonderful service! 

 



EVENTS AND FUNDRAISING                                by Colleen McKaye   

2018 started out with much excitement and anticipation of us playing finals and going all the 
way after the disappointment of coming so close in 2017. Sadly, as we all know, injuries had a 
massive impact on our side throughout the season and we just couldn’t get enough of our best 
22 on the park until very late in the season. This resulted in us missing the finals.  
Our first event was at West Lakes; a meal for the members of our AFLW team and their 
parents. We cooked a delicious barbecue and made salads and fruit platters.   

In January the Club’s Members Day was held at our original beloved home AAMI Stadium, which unfortunately has 
now been demolished.   We worked under difficulties, but everyone pulled together to make this a successful time for 
the many young ones and their parents who attended.  
Throughout the year we cooked and served many barbecues for Toyota, Lifecare, community events in Elizabeth and 
North Adelaide and for sponsors of The Adelaide Football Club, as well as at the junior coaching clinic.  
We also manned the food outlet at the Pie Night held at Titanium Stadium, handing out pies, pasties, sausage rolls, 
flavoured milk and cakes.  At the same time we had a good team of three attending the car-parking for the night.  
The highlight of our year is always our Sportsman’s Night and with only two weeks’ 

notice the Committee pulled together to arrange 
an amazing night where we raised an amazing 
amount of money, as well as providing an 
extremely entertaining night at the Lakes Resort 
at West Lakes. The meal was delicious and many 
thanks go to all who supported this event, either 
with their attendance, bidding on items or for 
donation for the night.  Our special thanks go to 
Graeme Goodings for once again hosting the 
event.  
After each home game we sold raffle tickets and 

merchandise in The Magarey Room.  Thanks go to all who helped out and special thanks go to Sue Retallick for 
providing us with so many great photos throughout the year.  We used these for raffle prizes in the Magarey Room 
and also auction items at our Sportsman’s Night.  
Thanks to those who travelled interstate to support the team and for those who travelled on the buses. I was lucky 
enough to travel with the group on the CSG bus to Canberra and it was such a fun trip with so many laughs; the main 
catch phrase from this trip became “what happens on the bus, stays on the bus” 

I really want to say a special thank you to Cathy and Peter Home for the tremendous work 
they did at the soup nights for the top up players of our SANFL team after training on alternate 
Tuesday nights.   Not only did they cook the soup but they were there serving up to the 
hungry boys no matter what the weather 
Last but not least, behind every great team is a great leader and on behalf of the whole group 
I’d like to thank our President Peter Kauschke for all his support and hard work throughout the 
season. 

 Thanks everyone for all the support you gave the group throughout the year and may you all enjoy the break with 
your loved ones and let’s hope 2019 is the Year of the Crows!  
 

 
2018 AFL FANS ASSOCIATION’S FEMALE FAN OF THE YEAR                         
 
For the second year running, a member of our committee has been awarded the ALF 
Fans Association Female Fan of the Year.   Colleen McKaye was chosen as the winner 
this year for her dedication to the Crows Supporters Group and to the Club.  She works 
so hard for the CSG, being part of the banner making team, and attends all home 
games, as well as any interstate game she is able to.   Colleen has followed the Crows 
since their inception and is well known by the players and Club hierarchy.  She has 
once again this season missed whole quarters to set up after-match functions; at 
games she helps get the cheer squad going. 
Colleen was amazed and thrilled when told of her award.   “I live and breathe the Crows 
and much of my time is spent supporting them”, Colleen said.  “I get to home games 
three or four hours before the bounce to help set up the Bay, pole the banner and take 
merchandise to the Magarey Room, where I organize our after-match raffle.  For big 
games, like the Showdown I dress up in ‘over the top’ outfits, to show my true colours.         
This year I attended games in Melbourne, Sydney, Perth, Alice Springs and Canberra.”  

 
Congratulations to you Colleen, from all of us in the Crows Supporters Group!                               



CANBERRA TRIP                                                                       by Helen Moroney 

Hi, Helen here.    You all know me I’m sure.   I have travelled on Crows Supporters Group buses for 
approximately eight years; mainly to  Melbourne, but also I have had the pleasure of travelling to the final in 
Sydney in 2016, which was a long trip.   In 2018 I travelled to all Melbourne games except Round 1. 
This year we bussed to a different State/Territory for Round 21 against GWS in Canberra; a trip of 
approximately seventeen hours, with many comfort stops along the way. 
 
We departed from AAMI stadium on the Friday evening at 6pm sharp, under the watchful eye of our bus 

leader, Dylan Clark.  We were all excited and wondering what was ahead of us.   My friend Julie Neville, first time with CSG bus 
trips, travelled with me from Goolwa that evening and we were a little apprehensive at the thought of such a long bus trip, 
sitting for extra time as we both have “old age” problems. 😊   But to the amazement of both of us, we had a ball and enjoyed 
the trip over, not noticing the kilometres.  The Crows song was sung numerous times to get us in the mood.   I thought my voice 
was going to be hoarse before we got there. Our fantastic coach drivers Bruce and Tim were their usual cheeky selves and 
looked after us extremely well, even helping me up and down the steps. 
We even had a floor show on the way over, which was very enjoyable. “But what happens on the bus stays on the bus”  

‘Bruce, being a Canberra boy, showed us many great 
sights; such as the Dog on the Tuckerbox and explained 
lots about the scenic drive to Canberra.  When we arrived 
in our capital city, Bruce took us to Mt Ainslie where we 
walked to the lookout and saw all over Canberra, 
Parliament house etc.   Unbelievable! We couldn’t believe 
our luck when Sam Jacobs came along and he was kind 
enough to have a group photo with us.  Made my day!  
Our President, Peter Kaushke had arranged with his sister 
Michelle for us to go to the Canberra DFO to refresh, dine 

and shop, which 
was great!    
 
Then it was time 
to make our way to Manuka Oval for the game.  
It was rainy, windy and freezing standing at 
Manuka Oval waiting for gates to open, with 
minimal shelter.   I was frozen solid by the time 
we entered.   GWS Members had give-away 

gloves, which were very much appreciated.  Fortunately it stopped raining in time for banner.  It wasn’t 
the result we wanted, but I am sure our boys were feeling the conditions more than us.   After the game 
we were all pleased to get on the warm bus for the long trip home.  
More fun and laughter, even though we were all tired.   Everyone was looking forward to next week, and 
updating on other results.   Whether we win or lose, we always manage a good laugh. 
Our grateful thanks go to the drivers for the safe trip. 
Julie and I are very much looking forward to more CSG trips in 2019.    THAT’S GOING TO BE OUR YEAR! 
   

 

 



BUS TRIPS 2018                   by Jenny Smart                                                  
 
This season saw the Crows Supporters Group continue with Grant’s Coachlines, 
with two drivers going on all trips to all matches interstate.   We have a very 
devoted group of travellers who go on most bus trips interstate. 
Unfortunately, due to the programming by the AFL, we were unable to have our 
usual over-night stay in Melbourne. 
Our Vice President Robert Smith, started making plans for the trips well before 
the season started.    

The first bus trip to Etihad proved to be a big test of 
nerves for those on the bus and for those waiting in 
Melbourne, due to circumstances beyond anyone’s control.   At about 5:00pm a message 
came through to those waiting to say that, due to a traffic incident, the bus was stuck in traffic 
about 36 kilometres from Etihad and it was bumper to bumper and not moving.    
“Would they make it in time?”, as there is a cut-off time when the banner can be taken down to 
the area where it is poled. Another message came through a bit later. “I don’t think we are 
going to make it until after the start.   Oh dear!   First game......no banner…..unthinkable.  
Everyone was grateful that there were very supportive members on the bus who were willing to 
carry all of the equipment from one end of the stadium to the other. Luckily with good team 
work that banner did make it!   

Luckily the rest of the bus trips were without drama!  
I hadn’t been on a bus trip for several years or so but I was lucky enough to go to the Richmond game at the G.  Sadly 
the result was not good but it was an enjoyable trip nevertheless with lots of laughs as usual.   Thanks go to those 
who made the trip enjoyable. 
The other bus trip I went on was to Canberra and I must confess that I was dreading being so long on the bus but it 
meant that I would get to spend very valuable time with my daughter Tracy. Our two drivers, Bruce and Tim looked 
after us so well; it really did not seem all that long.   There is a report about this trip elsewhere in this magazine.   I 
can’t emphasize enough just how enjoyable this trip was.  Everyone pulled together and joined in to have an absolute 
ball.   We had so many laughs but “what happens on the bus stays on the bus”. If you wonder what I mean maybe you 
should come on a bus trip with us next season. 
Feedback from passengers during the 2018 
bus trips was positive and indicated that 
everyone had a good time and would go 
again.   Thank you to those who travelled 
with us and supported our boys win, lose or 
draw.    
This was Robert’s third year organizing bus 
trips and once again he did a great job 
making sure that everyone was 
accommodated.  Thanks Robert.   Thanks 
also to Peter Kauschke for his hard work 
organizing so many things. Thanks also go to 
Grant’s Coachlines and their drivers Bruce and Tim, who go out of their way to make sure that their passengers are 
safe and happy on the trips. Thanks also to all of our bus trip leaders who looked after our travellers so well.   Keep an 
eye out in Shed News about plans for bus trips in Season 2018.   
 
HAPPY TRAVELLERS -  comments about coach trips from our members.  
Di Kerin: My first experience of being in the cheer squad was more than exciting.  Not the result we wanted but I 
enjoyed every part of it – the bus trip, the friendship, the drama of being stuck for hours in a traffic jam with the banner 
on board running through crowds at Etihad armed with flags and banners etc to our bay, getting fantastic seats to 
watch the game; can’t wait to do this all over again.  Thank you. 
Danica Gower:  I would like to thank Sharyn and Julie for a very enjoyable trip to Melbourne to watch our Crows. A 
special thanks to Sharyn for letting me be part of the banner group.  It made my day, week, year.   Thank you very 
much. 
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OUR BANNER TROOPS 
 

 

 

 

 
 
COMMENTS ABOUT BANNER 

Two of our guests on banner this season were Georgia and Tiana from our 
sponsor All Star Balustrades and this was the message we received about their 
experience.  

“This is Georgia from All Star Balustrades and on behalf of Tiana and I who 
had the experience of holding the banner for the Crows at last week’s s game 
against Geelong, we would just like to say that if was a great experience and 
we both thoroughly enjoyed it.   It was an amazing opportunity to get close to 
the action of being on the field and supporting our team up close, as well as 
meeting other members who are extremely welcoming and kind.  Overall, the 
entire experience was one we will never forget and if anyone ever had this 
opportunity, we would definitely encourage 
them to do it.”  



ALL MANNER OF BANNER                         by Sharyn Townsend 
One of the first questions people ask when I tell them that my team makes the 
banners for the Crows is “What do you use to make them?” Many people are 
surprised when I tell them that we don’t use crepe 
paper anymore and that we use plastic. We also 
use tape, stencils, textas and scissors; we make 
the banner in a hall that we hire; and we put it into 
a bag that only just fits into the boot of my car.   
None of that would matter if we didn’t have people 
to help put it together. Without people, we 
wouldn’t have materials to build with; we wouldn’t 
be able to build the bases; we wouldn’t have a 
saying on the banner; we wouldn’t be able to get 
the banner to the ground and put onto the poles; and we wouldn’t be able to put the 

banner up on game day. So, I would like to say a big thank you to everyone who has helped with the banner in some 
way in 2018. Everyone who helps out with the banner is a volunteer (including me!) and I appreciate that you take the 
time to help out whenever you can. 
What a busy season the banner-making crew had in 2018! Since the AFLW competition was introduced last year, our 
banner-making season is now getting longer and longer. In total, we made 31 banners during the season between 
February and August; we made 7 banners for the AFLW Crows Women’s team, 22 banners for the AFL Crows Men’s 
team, a kids’ banner for the Kids Footy Legends game and the banner for the EJ Whitten game. Our banners flew all 
around the country including to Melbourne, Darwin, Sydney, Alice Springs, Perth and Brisbane. There were also 5 
games in Melbourne and one game in Canberra where the banner travelled to the game tucked safely into the bottom of 
the Crows Supporters Group bus… or so we thought!  Our first banner of the men’s season - for the Essendon game at 
Etihad - only made it to the ground with literally a few minutes to spare and we had to put it on the poles and erect it in 
record time; but we got the job done. 
We had five player milestones that we acknowledged in 2018; Daniel Talia’s 150th, Andy Otten’s 100th (after 9 years of 
waiting), Eddie Betts’ 100th for the Crows, Bryce Gibbs 250th AFL game and David Mackay’s 200th game. 
I filled in for Dylan for Season 2018, but will not be continuing in the role of Banner Coordinator next year as Dylan is 
now able to take back the role.  I wish Dylan all the best in continuing with the job, as there is a lot of pressure involved 
in planning, preparing, making and erecting banners.  
Anyone who watched the AFL Grand Final between Collingwood and West Coast would’ve seen what can happen when 
things go wrong with a banner.  It just takes some weakness in the materials or assembly techniques, or moments of 
inattention from the banner crew to bring things undone on the day. So please remember, always listen to your Banner 
Coordinator during the banner assembly process and pay attention if you’ve been given the privilege of being out on the 
ground on game day. Team work makes the dream work. 
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E. J. WHITTEN GAME     by Livianna and Donna Conserva 

Our Crows Supporters Group was asked to make the banner for the EJ Whitten 
Legends game on the last Friday in August; the first one played at Adelaide Oval. 
We were all pretty excited to have the opportunity to make the banner, and that they 
had asked us to make it instead of our opposition ‘down the road’.  Of course we all 
know we make better banners then Power!   
We couldn't make it all in one night so some of us (a very small group) went back on 
the Wednesday night to finish it off. Making the EJ Whitten banner was a big job; it 
took up almost all of the floor space in the area where we made it. Laminating the 

EJ prints and then working out where we needed to cut around the prints to join it all up to make one big print on both 
sides of the banner was a challenge.  It was an even bigger team job as we did the laminate on Tuesday and 
Wednesday. Those who helped make the banner will know what I'm talking about.   We did have fun doing it though, 
with lots of laughs.  
Friday night soon came and compared to our normal banner, we could definitely feel the weight of the banner while 
waiting for the players to run through it. It was great to see both teams run through this magnificent banner.  A night 
full of fun at the game, just to sit back, relax and cheer on our state.  We found we were often almost cheering "Ad-el-
aide" instead of "All Stars", causing us to burst out laughing. It was such an enjoyable match to watch, with Jars trying 
his hardest, Mods’ speccies and all the antics of both teams! Great entertainment value and the money went to a great 
cause.    A night we all enjoyed! 
 

 
 

        

 

 



ALICE SPRINGS TRIP      by Chris Marshall                                                

The 2018 fixture meant we Crows supporters had some fantastic new 
places to visit as we followed our team around the country for the 
season.   From the regular grounds in Melbourne, to Alice Springs, 
Canberra and the new stadium in Perth.  I’ll never forget the round one 
bus trip to Etihad for the Essendon game… stuck in traffic for three 
hours… not knowing if we’d make it on time. “Teamwork made the 
dream work” in getting the Cheer squad equipment behind the goals, 
the banner poled and up for the boys that night. 
Fast forward several weeks and a group of very enthusiastic Crows 
Supporters Group members were making their way to Alice Springs for 

the Round 10, May 27th game versus Melbourne. A few went up early and by all reports had a great and very 
memorable time at Uluru; one even went to the Uluru Camel Cup. 
Sue Retallick and I had a very smooth flight up straight to the Alice, arriving just in time 
to check in at the hotel and wander over to Traeger Park to meet up with the group 
and watch the Captain’s Run training.  It was a short, sharp session at a picturesque, 
country-feel ground with the MacDonnell Ranges in the background. All was promising 
for the game the next day. 

After training, a rather 
large group of us went in 
to Alice Springs. We had 
the first of many check-
ins at the best ice-
creamery in the Territory, 
if not the country, followed by a wander up Todd Mall.   
At Matt Baker’s suggestion, we then had a walk to Anzac 
Hill. Quite honestly, the climb up that rather steep hill 
was excruciating, but the atmosphere and views at the 
top were sensational. This was one of, if not the best 
moment of the trip for me. Great idea Matt! Coming down 
was a bit difficult, but the CSG is a team, and we all 
made it. 
That night we all had a group dinner at the motel.  It was 

a great night of laughter and enjoying each other’s company, full of optimism for the 
game next day. Conversation led to info on a couple of really good spots to visit, 
including the ice cream shop for those who hadn’t been yet, the markets and the most 
amazing museum/saloon called Bojangles. 
The game itself…well… the atmosphere was great, the attendance was great, the 
locals joined in the cheer squad behind the goals waving flags and cheering the boys 
on with Peter.  The banner went up…and… we were outplayed by a classy demon 
outfit. By three quarter time, news broadcasters were interviewing members of the 
supporter group about the loss… think we’ll leave the game there. Good mates stick 
together, as do good teams and we had a great night despite the loss. 
All good things come to an end, and the Monday was home time, but Julie, Carmel, 
Sharyn and I had time to “walk on water” in the Todd River ( Sharyn swam in it), see some Sturt Desert Peas, take 
one last look in Bojangles, and of course, devour one last ice cream. 
 
All bar the game, it was an awesome weekend in the red centre and a great time was had by all in lovely summery 
weather. 

 

Chris Marshall 

19 Lindsay street , Camden Park 

Phone 08 8295 7725 

Email - catatonic.cattery@bigpond.com 

www.cat-a-tonic.com 



GOLD JACKET DINNER 2018                        report by Jenny Smart 

Our Club’s Gold Jacket Dinner at the end of each season is the highlight of my footy year (unless we 
make the Grand Final!).  The dinner is a time to don our ‘glad rags’ and join the fun - this year at the 
Entertainment Centre: a change of venue.  Unfortunately this year’s dinner clashed with the E.J. Whitten 
Legends game at Adelaide Oval. We were served drinks in the foyer as everyone arrived.  Then it was 

time to check out tables and seating arrangements and downstairs we 
went to join our MC for the night, Mark Soderstrom, downstairs in the 
dining room.   
We were all very impressed with the Welcome to Country ceremony 
which was performed by Jack Buckskin who does many of the 
Welcome ceremonies for the Club.   We could have heard a pin drop 
while he was speaking. 
During the night a delicious three course meal was served, 
accompanied by a selection of wines beer and soft drinks. 
Replays of games were shown on the big screen, reminding us of the 
ups and downs of the season, along with voting game by game for the 
Malcolm Blight Medal and Gold Jacket.  As you know, the run-away winner for 2018 was Rory Laird, rewarding him for 
his stellar season.   Last year‘s winner, Matt Crouch, presented Rory with the gold jacket while Don Pyke put the 
medal around Lairdy’s neck. Our hearty congratulations go to Rory, a very deserving winner.  Earlier that week he was 
named in a back pocket in the 2018 All Australian side to give him back-to-back selections. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
One of our great surprises of season 2018, Tom Doedee, was the recipient of our trophy, the 
Emerging Talent Award..  Unfortunately, to save time, none of the donors of the trophies were 
on stage this year. The Supporters Group, on your behalf, donates this award annually.  This 
year it was a 55 Inch Hi Sense Smart TV.   
Tom won three trophies this season – Emerging Talent, the Dr Brian Sando Trophy, The 
players Trademark Award and was also a Rising Star contender.    Tom’s acceptance 
speeches were very entertaining.  😊 
2018 Major Award Winners 
Malcolm Blight Medallist – Rory Laird                                                               
Leading Goalkicker Award – Josh Jenkins   
Mark Bickley Emerging Talent Award – Tom Doedee 
Players’ Trademark Award – Tom Doedee 
Dr Brian Sando OAM Trophy – Tom Doedee 
Members MVP Award Award – Rory Laird 
Crows Children’s Foundation Community Leadership Award – Hugh Greenwood 
Phil Walsh Best Team Man Award – Richard Douglas 
State League Club Champion – Patrick Wilson 
Dean Bailey Award SANFL – Corey Davey 

 



 PHOTOS OF CSG MEMBERS at  the GOLD JACKET DINNER and OTHER ACTIVITIES 
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 2018 - THE YEAR OF UPS AND DOWNS               by Jenny Smart 
 
This year was a very different year for our Club and our Group.   People are inclined to dwell on the negatives, so I 
thought I would put together a page of photos of happenings that made me smile during 2018 and I hope they put a 
smile on your faces too. 
  

 
            Our new banner home                    Kids’ clinics 
 

 
              Alice Springs     Indigenous Round           Hugh 
 

 
                                                                   Special Games 
 

 
     

       Babies!                                                          



MEMBERS OF MANAGEMENT COMITTEE FOR 2018 
 
President -  Peter Kausche; Vice President – Robert Smith; Treasurer – Chris Pugliese; 
Secretary/Membership – Julie Elliott; Public Officer/Sponsorship -  Amy Cranwell; Assistant 
Secretary – Cathy Home; Events/Fundraising – Sally Dickson; Assistant Treasurer – Colleen 
McKaye; Match Day/Property – Laura Marshall/Megan Harris; Banner Coordinator – Dylan 
Clark/Sharyn Townsend; Committee Member – Sue Retallick; Magazine Coordinator – Jenny Smart 

 
A huge thank you goes to everyone who helped in any way with functions, 
barbecues, after match raffles and sales, bus and ticket bookings, banner making 
and the multitude of things our Group does – it was a HUGE team effort.   Well 
done everyone. 
A special thank you also goes to Sue Retallick for her fantastic photos 
throughout the season.   Also, thank you to Lyn Moore for allowing us to use her 

photos in this magazine. 
 

 
OUR MAJOR RAFFLE 

 
The winners of our major raffle which was drawn at our End of Season Dinner 

                    
       1st prize  - Pam James 

 
                   2nd prize  - Matthew Willie 
 
                   3rd prize  - Heather Beckett 
  
                   4th prize  - Livianna Conserva 
 
                   5th prize  - Janet Dawson 
 
                   6th prize  - Aiden Harford 
 
                   7th prize  - Chris Wall 
 
                   8th prize  - Chris Hill 
 
                   9th prize    - Brendan McGarrigan 
 
                 10th prize  - Scott Verrall 
 
Congratulations to all of our winners and a huge thank you to donors of prizes and to all who sold 
tickets. 

 
 

The CROWmania vouchers during the season have been sponsored on a 50/50 basis between the 
Crows Supporters Group and CROWmania. 
 

Our thanks go to everyone who contributed in any way to this, our 2018 magazine, and to all who 
supported our Group in any way during the 2018 season.  Thanks everyone.  Jenny Smart 



 


